
Daytona Milton Keynes National InKart Championship 2012 

Round Five: 

Cadet Lightweight 

Heat one: 

In stark contrast to the last round, the morning sun shone brightly on the drivers as they kicked off round five of 

the InKart championship 2012.  A superb start from last on the grid meant that Harrison Pughe was up three 

positions to fifth by the end of lap one. Luke Richardson also got away well from pole position and began to 

build on a lead by the end of lap one. Harrison Pughe continued his excellent progress through the field by 

taking a place on two consecutive laps to finish 3
rd

, Jack Deakin had a quiet but productive race to come home 

2
nd

 (after starting 5
th

) and Luke Richardson led from flag to flag to take the first victory. 

Heat two: 

After a great start from Harrison in the first race, he started on pole (due to a reverse of the original starting grid) 

in heat two and got away cleanly. It was clear from the opening couple of corners that Jack Deakin and Lewis 

Harmer would have a competitive race over 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 places. On lap two Lewis took Jack’s place but Jack 

managed to keep with him until the very end. It was a good race for Luke Richardson, who finished just outside 

the top three in 4
th

 but it was Harrison who took maximum points with a very controlled victory despite the 

constant pressure from behind.  

The Grand Final: 

After a very close set of heats, just six points separated the top four drivers. Harrison Pughe started on pole with 

Jack Deakin 2
nd

, Luke Richardson 3
rd

 and Lewis Harmer 4
th

. A spectacular race ensued with excitement on 

every lap. The opening lap was relatively clean but by the end of lap two Lewis Harmer had hopped into 3
rd

 at 

the expense of Luke Richardson. Jack Deakin was able to take the lead from Harrison on lap 3 at turn 10 with a 

spectacular move. The winner was in doubt until the chequered flag, when Harrison Pughe got an excellent run 

off the final corner to win by just two hundredths of a second! Meaning last month’s winner Jack Deakin 

finished 2
nd

 and Lewis Harmer in 3
rd

. 

Cadet Heavyweights 

Heat one: 

For heat one, Zac Outfin was starting on pole, followed by Liam Milburn in second and Bailey Bedborough in 

3
rd

. The drivers were very closely matched on a fairly clean opening lap, the top two remained the same but 

Elliot Lloyd jumped into 3
rd

 position. A great start by Toby Goodman brought him up to 4
th

 place before 

committing an advantage by contact at turn 10 and receiving a black flag, dropping him to the back of the pack. 



Unseen from race control, Elliot Lloyd moved into 2
nd

. The race was led from start to finish by Zac Outfin, 

Elliot finished in 2
nd

 and there was superb drive from 8
th

 place on the grid all the way to 3
rd

 place for the talented 

Levi Anderson. 

Heat two: 

After a promising start, but disappointing finish to heat one for Toby Goodman, he started on pole for heat two. 

He got away brilliantly from the line and began to pull away from 2
nd

 placed Levi. Whilst not being able to take 

advantage of any first lap mayhem, on lap two he took three places and a further position on the following lap to 

come home in 4
th

 despite starting last. The top three remained constant throughout, Toby Goodman 1
st
, Levi 

Anderson 2
nd

 and Dean Thomas in 3
rd

.  

The Grand Final: 

Levi Anderson deservedly started on pole position after an impressive set of heats. On the opening lap, a quick 

starting Toby Goodman unfortunately spun at turn 10 and had to be pushed out of a tyre wall.  The story upfront 

was of a dual between Levi and Zac, who started second. Throughout the race Zac pushed but Levi was able to 

do enough to win the race by just 0.286 seconds, with Dean Thomas finishing in 3
rd

 place. 

Junior Lightweights:  

Heat one: 

On pole position for heat one was Adam Pooler, 2
nd

 was Tor Outfin, with Brandon Callimano in 3
rd

. It was a bad 

opening lap from Adam, dropping down to 3
rd

 place, and therefore promoting the people behind into the top two 

spots. Matthew Diemer became the star of the race by moving impressively through the field from last place up 

to 2
nd

 at the chequered flag. Tor remained in 1
st
 and Liam Coleman grabbed 3

rd
 on the final lap to gain some 

vital points. 

Heat two: 

The second heat for this category delivered some close racing, with sparks flying between drivers! Starting 1
st
 

was Matthew Diemer and Liam Coleman was in 2
nd

 place. Although the first three laps was a clean battle 

between the two drivers, on lap four Liam committed an advantage by contact at turn ten. Because there was so 

little time remaining, a lap was deducted in lieu of a black flag but for Matthew the damage had also been done 

as he dropped to 4
th

 place. The big winner from this was Tor Outfin, who capitalised on the incident to win, 

Brandon was promoted to 2
nd

 and Adam finished in 3
rd

. 

The Grand Final: 

After winning both of the qualifying heats, Tor started on pole position in front of the unlucky Matthew Diemer. 

After a clean couple of opening laps, the third lap of the circuit saw Liam Coleman overtake Brandon to take a 

provisional podium position. However, the gap to the top two drivers had grown quite large due to extremely 



quick laps from both Matthew and Tor, with both drivers in the low 59.7s. Matthew kept the pressure on Tor all 

the way to the line but Tor was able to hold on for the win (by 0.359s), Matthew in 2
nd

 and a photo finish meant 

that Liam Coleman secured 3
rd

 place in front of Brandon Callimano. 

Junior Heavyweight:  

Heat one: 

Championship leader Alex Churchill started on pole position for heat one. The opening lap was productive for 

Jamaal Ahmed and Tyler Parslow, who both took advantage of the first-lap mayhem. Despite losing out on lap 

one, Sam Howell re-composed himself by lap 3 and moved up by three places, and a further position into 2
nd

 by 

overtaking Tyler Parslow on lap 4.Alex sealed a flag-to-flag victory, Sam in 2
nd

 and Tyler 3
rd

. 

Heat two: 

A bad start from Sam Howell meant that Tyler Parslow took 2
nd

 place on the opening lap. At the back of the grid 

was Alex Churchill, but by the end of lap 3 he was ready to challenge for the lead. Jamaal had been leading 

from pole position up to this point but with a great move, Alex was able to take 1
st
 on lap 4 and maintain it until 

the chequered flag. Jamaal finished second and Tyler finished his second consecutive race in 3
rd

. 

The Grand Final: 

With maximum points so far this round, Alex Churchill lined up on pole, Sam Howell in second and Jamaal 

Ahmed in 3
rd

. Throughout the race Sam kept Alex within his sights,, hoping for a mistake that never came. 

Despite there being no changes in position throughout this race, the close race guaranteed suspense right up the 

chequered flag. At the finish, just four-tenths separated our winner Alex from 2
nd

 place Sam and Jamaal Ahmed 

picked up a very well deserved 3
rd

 place after a superb drive all day. 

Conclusion: 

It was certainly nice to have the weather on our side this month; we hope that you enjoyed the round as much as 

we did. 

Although we believe that it has been a successful day, we also recognise there is always room for improvement 

and if anyone has any feedback – positive or negative! Please drop me an e-mail : ben.turner@daytona.co.uk 

See you all next round, be sure to book in early to guarantee your space! 

Ben Turner 

Championship Co-Ordinator.  
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